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ABSTPACT
This paper compares the methods for prescribing

exercise according to various contemporary authorities. The programs
are compared as to their goals, the testing modalities and
physiological parameters used for prescription of the initial
training session, and the methods and the progression of training.
Pegarding goals, there is a general agreement that aerobic capacity
is the most important component. There is much variance with regard
to +hp pretesting session, especially regarding the benefits of thg
exercise electrocardiogram and who should give the stress test. The
widest discrepancies between authors are found in the criteria for
prescription of the initial training session. Some authors recommend
interval training, others continuous training, while others avoid any
strict regimen for training. The question of both the optimal and the
minimal number of days per week to elicit the training effect is
still open to question. While some commonality was found among the
authors sampled, it would appear that further research is warranted
in the field of exercise prescription. (Author/JA)
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It is becoming increasie 17 ; e, that se,:cso programs should be in-
dividually geared to obtain see e2:.te coneistent with the lowest attrition
rate possible. The recent sur.s in allt physical fitness programs throughout the
tIlited States has augmented thle need for development of methods for prescribing
exercise to each individual participating in an exercise program. At this moment
there are relatively few methods of prescribing individualized exercise regimens.
The purpose of this paper is to compare some of these methods as described by
various authorities. An attempt will be made to show similarities where they exist
and to discuss opposing opinions where they exist.

The programs have been compared as to their goals, the testing modalities
used, the physioloeleal parameters used for prescription en! the initial training
session and as to the methods and the progression of training. Each of these pro-
grams have been summarized in the paper you have before you.

As to the goals of an adult fitness program there was general agreement that
of the components of physical fitness, aerobic capacity is the most important.
Aerobic capacity, being a representation of the efficiency of the cardiovascular-
cardiorespiratory systems, is an essential factor in one's hopes for a healthy
life. Lack of exercise has been shown through research to be a factor in the
etiology of coronary heart disease. With the improvement of one's aerobic capacity
through exercise, one can hope to prevent or retard the onset of coronary heart
disease. With regard to heart attacks, those whn have a Letter aerobic capacity
probably stand a better chance of surviving one due to the increased efficiency in
the blood transport system of the ::cart. In addition tc aerobic capacity, body
composition, local muscle endurance, and flexibility werl aJ.so recommended as goals
of a good adult fitness program.

It was found that there -as consid-able variance between aethors with re-
gard to the pre-testing sessien. Of perticular importance were the differences
observed in the opinions expreesed as to the benefits of the exercise clectro-,
cardiogram. The American Heart Associazionk6), Cooper(10), CuretonU3), Giese(17),
Kasch and Boyer(20), Polloch(27), Wilmore(33), ard Zohman(36) all agreed that a
stress ECG should be required before participatinj in an exercise program. The
American Medical Association(758128) believes that nersons over LO should be re-
quired to have a stress ECG. Unleos there is some evidence that there are symptoms
or history of heart dinners, those people under 40 would not be required to have
one. The R.C.A.F. Golding and Bos(18), the Y.M.C.A. et Brockton, Mass.(34)
and Gvaham(19) proerams do not require participants to have a stress ECG.

While Astrand (2) believes that much can be learned about a person's capa-
bilities by performing a stress ECG, he does not indicate the importance of an
ECG requirement prior to participation 1.;. an exercise program. He contends that,
'you should have to pass a physical examination to be allowed to remain inactive.
The man who can not pass a physical examination is the one who needs the exercise.

feeling is that exercise is less dangerous than inactivity. e(2:164)
. Taking a

more conservative stand, Zohman stated that "a resting FCG is not enough. We need
a dynamic evaluation, a 'road test' ..."(36:e13). Cuter in agreement with this



philosophy stated, "I am becoming emphat!. on the importance of treadmill testing
with he multi-lead monitering because this is the way to implement a safe pro -
gram" 10 :143). In his article "Guidelines in the Management of the Exercising
Patient"(9) Cooper gives other important considerations concerning the screening
of people wishing to participate in exercise programs. He lists a number of
absolute contraindications to exercise such as recent myocardial infarction, pul-
monary embolism, marked obesity and uncontrolled hypertension as well as other
relative contraindications which include general medical conditions such as di-
abetes requiring insulin therapy, and hepatic disease. Also listed are less seri-
ous respiratory problems, musculoskeletal problems, cardiovascular and neurological
conditions.

Another issue of controversy has been that of the role of the physician in
the organization and administration of an exercise program. Dr. John Faulkner in
his article, "Screening for and supervision of graded exercise tests"( 16) asserted
that participants under 30 years of age and with minimal or no risk factors may
have a stress ECG administered to him without a physician being present. However,
if the participant "is symptomatic with either suspected or documented coronary
artery disease"(16:7 a physician must be in visual contact. If the participant
is over 30 but is asymptomatic "a physician must be in the test area"k16:7). In

a "counterpoint" to Faulkner's opinions Dr. Gordon Cumming(12) wrote that he be-
lieved that properly trained technicians, nurses, physiotherapists, and physical
educators should be allowed to administer stress tests without direct supervision.
He believes that "hIgh quality detailed instructional courses with certification
should be provided"k12"). He adds that there are "rot enough physicians current-
ly capablee(12:6) to administer and assess the stress tests. I am sure that the
controversy here will be a major one now that there has been a great increase in
the number of stress tests administered by non-physicians. With the inevitable
fact of deaths occurring for one reason or another at the time of, or shortly
afterward, a stress test is administered, the legal implications surrounding this
issue will be severely tested.

Various methods of determining the initial workout session :ere implemented
by the authorities. stress testing of one type or another was used by most authors
but a few programs did not "incividualize" their regimens and started all partici-
pants at a selected "beginners level." A physical examination and some type of
submaximal stress tests are recommended by all programs with the exception of the
R.C.A.F. 5BX program(29) which assumes nothing and starts everyone at the lowest
level. Not all the programs require the strese roc. The reason for this may be
because of availability, administrative feasibility or the belief that it is not
important when considering ta:(ing part in an exercise program. (See Table 1)

There are differing opinions as to the type of training to be implemented
during the training session. A controversy exists as to whether Io,use interval
training or a continuous "steady state" type of regimen. Astrand2) recommends
that the most "fool proof way to load the oxygen transport system is the interval
time..." Graham(19) states that a task "with uniformity" such as jogging in one
place should be the initial phase of an exercise program. Of the exercise programs
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sampled Astrand(2), Golding and Box(18), Ka,;eh and Boyer( 2°), and Pollock(27)

recommended interval training as the best type of training.

The other authorities recommended that a continuous typo of exercise be
implemented. Most authors azreed that there should be a warm-up period, a stimulus
period, and a cool-down period comprising each session although the respectiv9 time
allotments for each period were considerably different in some cases. Zohman%36/
believes that a 10-20 min. warm-up, a 10-20 min. stimulus period, and a cool-down
period in which the heart rate returns to its resting rate is necessary. In com-
parison, the R.C.A.F. 53X program(29) contends that a warm-up period is not neces-
sary because of the type of exercises used and the way in which they are arranged
have the warm-up "built in." It should also be noted that the 5BX is only 11 min.
in duration and there is no cool-down period. With this exception however, all
programs recommend a warm-up period to get the heart rate to a "training stimulus"
with a tapering-off period at the end of each session. Cooper(10) recommends that
the cool-down period last at least 10 min. at the temperature and the humidity at
which the exercise was performed. This suggests the danger of the non-trained
individual using a sauna immelately after exercise. The stimulus period ranged
from a minimum of 5 min. to 30 min.hich displays a great difference of opinion
between the authors. (See Ted2.e 2)

In regard to the intenoLty, duration, and frequency of exercise, there was
general agreement that exercise should be one at least 3-5 days per week. In
support of this recommendaticn, Pollock(26) found that differences were noted be-
tween groups exercising 2 ore days per week for 20 weeks. The 4-day per week
grcup improved significantly more than did the 2-day per week grc.?. As to inten-
sity, Sharkey(30) :ee"d no significant differences between three groups training
at heart rates of 130, 150 or 170 beats/min. avid working at two levels of duration.
Shephard(31) however, found that "the main factor influencing the extent of train-
ing achieved was the intensity of effort relative to the subject's initial aerobic
power" (31:272) . He feels that the lower the initial aerobic power, the more impor-
tant the intensity. Burke and Franks(5) compared young men working at 65, 75, or
85% of the max. V02 holding total mechanical work constant between intensities and
found that only those individuals working at 75 and 85% of their maximum would
significantly increase their max. t702.

Tn regard to the recommended level of stimulus for training, there is con-
sideral:le variance between the authors ranging from 85% of max. H.R. according to
Pollock(27) and Zohrar(36), to 120 beats/min. aeeording to the Y.M.C.A.04).
While some authors recommended a starting point ,:etermined from the pre-testing
session) others start everyone 9f:c at the lowest level of activity as do
Curetont13 '14), R.C.A.F. 5BX(29), a.'d the Y.M.C.A.(34).

Summary

The lit-2rature seems to :Jo unifoem the recommendations made as to the
goals of a gcol adult fitress program. Similarities exist in the need for a pre-
exercise medical examination, and a warm-up, stimulus, and cool-down period in
each training session.

While there was some comronality found ano:-. ti:e authors sarpled, it would

appear that further research is warranted in the field of exerci3 prescription
with special consideration given to the areas of stress testing w th the ECG (that
is, should one be -riven and who should perform it and/or assess it), the optimal
intensity of Exercise for each individual, and the duration of the activity session
with regard to the time alloted to the warm-up, stimulus, and cool-down periods.
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Criteria and Testing Moda.ity

American Heart Association (C)

.110.111111

1. Risk factors and control of them.
Stress ECG

American Medical Association(7,8,28) 1. ECG Before and after mild sustained
exercise for persons over 40.

2. Harvard Step Test.

1. Submaximal Bicycle Ergometer Test.

1. Treadmill Test (with ECG).
2. 12-Min. Run.
3. Bicycle Ergometer Test (not recommended)

Per-Olof Astrand (2,3)

Kenneth Cooper (9,10,11)

Thomas Cureton (13-14) 1.

Warren Giese (17) 1.

Lawrence Golding and Ronald Bos (18) 1.

2.

M. F. Graham (19)

Fred Kasch and John Boyer (20)

Michael Pollock (27)

R.C.A.F. (5BX) (29)

Jack Wilmore (32,33)

Y.M.C.A. at Brockton, Mass. (34)

Lenore Zohman (36)

Treadmill Test (Cureton's) (with ECG)

Stress testing with ECG.

One-min. Step Test (for adults)
TYo-min. Step Test (for college-aged

men)
3. Two Run for Time.

1. MiLimum Exercise Response Test
(using the Five Point Rule).

1. Step Test: i<asch Pulse Recovery Test.

2. Max. Vol on Treadmill, Bicycle
Ergometer, or Bench (with ECG)

1. Treadmill Test (with ZCG)
2. Double Master's Two-Step
3. Progressive Pulse Ratio Test.
4. GXT
5. Kasch All-out Step Test.

1. ?To t.7st given.

1. Trea.2mill Test (with ECG)

1. gust through a "testing clinic."

1. Treadmill, Bicycle Ergometer, or
step Test (with ECG)
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Authority
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American Heart Asitciation (6)
American Medical Association (7,8,26)

Per-Olaf Astrand (2,3)

Kenneth Cooper (10,11)

Thomas Cureton (13,14)

Warren Giese (17)

Lawrence Golding and
Ronal:1 Bos (18)

M.F. Gruham (19)

Fred Kusch and John Boyer (20)

Michael Pollock (27)

R.C.A.F. (29)

Jack Jilmore (32,33)

Y.M.C.A. at Brockton, Mass. (34)

Lenore Zo:-.man (36)

.11
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predicted max. H.R. or 65-75%
max. VO? score on Harva-d Step Test:
Below 55: walking, light calisthenics
55-75: calisthenics, games, swimming,
moderate running, and cycling
Above 75: all of the above plus, (if
desired) sprints, cross-country running,
and other strenuous exercise.

Do enough to bring H.R. to produce a
training effect. 70% max. V02 may be
too much.

Scores from stress test related to the
age-adjusted "Perohics Chart Pack" (great
diversity in stimulus level).

Start at LOW GEAR work with 3-6 months
of gradual progression.

Start at no move than 140 beats/minute.

60% of difference between resting and
maximum H.R. (predicted) 130 beats/
minute is minimum.

Minimum Exercise

Response (MER) Test using the Five
Point Rule:
Peak pulse rate must exceed 140 beats/
minute.

Use of Karvonen Formula or H.R. stays
below 144 beats/minute for the first
three months.

Fcr unhealthy men: H.R.
150 beats/minute for men
140 beats/minute if over
For healthy men: 75-85%

not to exceed
under 50:
50.

of max. H.R.

Start at bottom of Chart 1.

Must attain 60-80% max. H.R. (75%
recommended) for at least 30 minutes each
session (in order to earn the MET points
of that particular exercise).

Pulse rate must be maintained between 120-
150 beats/minute; 160 beats/minute is
maximum.

85% max. H.R. if stress FCG is normal
70% max. H.R. if stress ECG is not normal
or 60-80% max. V02 and blood pressure does
Lot exceed 250mm. Hg. systolic.
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1, Amican !ledical Association and The President's Council on
Physical Fitness and SOurts. "Physical Fitness in Business
and Industry," North k:erican Plckwell Corporation and
Phillips i'etrolcum ::.4,Tipany, 1973.

Author: Amari,;:an :iedi1 Association (from Physical Fitness in Business
4nd industry) in conjunction with President's Council on Physical
Fitild.; and Sperl.:3,

Testing
modalities: radical history plus a physical exljni:tion ac rest and after

exercise, E1e4cr6caciogmim for aersons over 40, before and after
mild sastdnec: cx,:rcisa.

tuirmird St4

Basis fcr
Prescription: If score helo_! a.; .two Test - wAl;:ing r <rd ild calisthenics,

If - swimminfil cycling, and
modoratu runfil
If move - :11 o" t .o above plas (if you t:ant; ad wind sprints,
cross co6iltry r4lniog other strnnuous

Progression: Score 55 or balov start at walkii 1 milr in gradually
ircreasino te ai.itive to 2 miles 1.) the
.S.-.J:ro. 55-75: try jojcing a mile in 10 or 11 min, if too hard
ic.tersocrse hit:1 vialking. 3 milis in 20 min, is r

wOkiv sooAd bt: at a speed to cover one mile in 20 min.
Thu distance Is then ircrcsed to 3 miles in 1 hour. At this
poir, the is inccased to 3 mills gn 45 min., after this the
-tr.%)on can 1.(!gi:!

l';mo indivicw! s,oLL stt. F i c ow- 3aC: cotition could be
harlfu; to tr.0 Jor.-(o.d-..oved

2, Astrch.j, Ve Phice rsnditioninq?" Journal
of rzi'cl1":;lil, '9/2, po. 120-135,

0. ft *O..,

Author:

Testing

Por-CI:c

r. orrolo:.

0, o Lot:
Ga.sis of

Pre.-.crip;:lo: 03 erDxi-: o brill to a tri;-6rg e?ffect. - 70% of
x.t.Jk! .;o0

!h en:th; :,evere Enough
Fill suffico

Progre...J.)n: Dc rick_ oita:'s'.1 Prolrilss s161,1y. Never
ran ,
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3. Coopor, Kennett; H., ;roc 1!,Ivi Aerobics, Vow York: Bantam
Books, 100.

Author; Kenneth Cooper

Testing
Modalities: Treadmill, 12.minute Run, Bicycle Ergometer (not recommended)

Basis 'of

Prescription: Based on the distance covered in the 12.minute run, or the max 4/02
on the treadmill: the subject is placed in one of the age-adjust-
ed programs in the Aerobics Cha.'t Pack. The programs are
categorized:

Very Poor 6 week starter program
II. Poor 10 week col.ditioning program
III. Fair
IV. (a.rio:i

V. Excellent

Progression: Progress according to the program, thrwigh each fi'ness category
until a 30 point plus program is reached (30 pori or more per
we,. 4e set goal) points beinc based on the amount of 02
needed to perform a given activit) in a given amount of time.

4. Cureton, Thomas K. "Physical Fitness and Dynamic Health,"
Journal of Fhysical cAlcation, March-April, 1972, pp. 117.125.

Author: Thomas K. Cumton

Testing
Modalities: 1 minute run 130 steos/min.

TreadmIll, 4ieartometa- vith the Ea, ECG in exercise and Pre-
ejection intervals.

Basis of

Prescription: start of a LOW GEA:1 work with 3-6 months of gradual progression.

Progression: Gradual progressior through each ore of 3 stages
LOW GEAR
MIDDLE 6EA:; .r.0-500 :al/Hr.)

HIGH GEAR .CC-up :al/or.)

5. Giese, War. 3 K. '4 lcasr.hAble Approach to Physical Activity"
Jcurnal of I nysical Eiucation, rarch-April, 1972, pb. 145.147.

Author: Giese, Warren K.

Testing
Modalities: Strass and maximua testih g (probably on treadilill)

Base of
Prescription: Si;arter progr:J1 should be limited to no more than 140 beats/min.

which i4 mo&-rate physical activity.
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Progression: Strtce Program: walkinc, and/or low-level activities 4.5 days/week;
pograss la iW.c:nsity inaeasing over a 6 to 12 week period, If

heart rate (.1:oee; ) 40 curing this period . see a doctor,

5-10 min. warm-u2
15-20 min, work period
6-10 min. cool t!ct41
rogress to program. of highc?r intensity

H. R. 100-120 - linnt activity
H.R. 120-140 - moderate activity
ti, R, 140 and up - vigorous activity

6. Golding, La;drenc..! A., and Ronald R. 3cs, Scientific Foundation

of PntAcal Fitness Procrams. NinneaoolisrIii-WirWaraig
ZMITZ-TTO:

Author: Lawrence A. 6-JI:ing and PonalJ s., aos

Testing
:odalities: One-minute Stt:1 Test (fo adults) or

ctin Test (for collego man)
o.

Two ;:ile ;1,411 for Time

Basis of
Prescription

Progression:

Autnor:

Testing
Aodalitics.

CC:, of tne differow.c between resting and maxiilunl cart rate
1171 iS

Prorossivc trairing program including walkino, jogging,

aster t3 4 different calit!..onics. A minimum of 3 times

per week for a minin,x3 or 30 mirutas.

Golding, Lau-.2ncc: A,, Scientific Foundaticils of Physical Fitness

Pogafrs." lurgess PuLlis1,inl Co., inre.volis, 1971.

7. Kasch, Frcd W., and Johr L. B)yer. Adult Fitness, Palo Alto,

C lifulnia:

Fred Kasen and .,ohn L. !..,vcr

:2t ,p 'co,ven Alo:
Althroomotric Moasurements,

Cflexity, sti.elqlh And endurance).

:lx - 1 2oug1 as Bog

Basis of
Prescriptio,1: for:.u.a Lim: 144 for the

f)rEL 3 ; ?r1 to 6V !L, of -lorking heart

rite i.
7.I; max -.2 is 1.1 Je ;lax VO? in

40 or :,0:; i us(.1 d Sc ma! .1.. is hi nh as 9014.
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Progression: 3 Stage Progree (1-III)
Stag e (5'43' Proe:ran) first !3 months: Beginning Fitness
Stage II (301.314 Pecreia) e 4th & 6th months: Intermediate Fitness
After 3 months all persons should have a heart rate below 130
after oneeminute recovery on the Kasch Pulse Recovery Test

If heart rate falls below 150 during exercise, the pace should be
qeickened.

Tc move to Stage III

1, Kasche Pulse Recovery Test. H.R. below 120 First Recovery min.
2, Run 5 On. continuously
3. Heart kate 2 min, after the 5-min. run, 120 or below

Stage III (30' ..e0' Progreel) 6th month and thereafter: Advanced
Fitness - Proressive exercises (calisthenics) and interval training.

8. Pollack, :1*;chael L Richard Janeway, and Henry Miller, Jr.
"Edurance Training for riddle-aged en," North Carolina Medical
ournal, jeee, 19?0, pp. 212-218,

Authors: :.iiceeel L. Pel;ack, Richard Janeley and Henry Miller, Jr.

Testing
Nedalities: Tee:: cn: Double Mester's Two-Step. Progressive Pulse Ratio

Test, the qreeld exercise test (0(T), five minute step, Kasches All-
ouc Step Test,
Also a profile of physique: girte, body ieight and composition
measures; a met)r efficiency apneiisal (strength, endurance, flexi-
bility): ecrem determinations; blood glucose; and spirometry.

Basis of

Prescription: Heart rate nct c eeceeJ 150 beats/min, for men under 50, 140/min. for
men ever 50 (for uhellthy mei), FoY healthy men, 70-35% of maximum.

Progression: Start at 150 -200 Kcal eepanditure ('cw gear starter programs:
Cooper': Categoriee I end II or Curcten's low gear training regimen),
training every otAar daj vdhich 'ncludes 10 min. light calisthenics,
15-20 mir. of walking and jeAirg.
After 3-4 ronths train 4 cr i ieys per eeek at 300 Kcal/session.

9, Wileore, Oece. Pape" le Excl.:is?. PTecription, Adult Fitness
Proixan, Celiforeie, 'ea is, California.

Author:

Testing
Modalities:

Jack Willeera

Endaralce cleacity by Tie:A;.1ILL TZS

Basis of 4 factors
Prescription: I. 'ripe cf Exercise - Seggesle- tke, rennin;, eielking, jogging, sw

II. Frequency cf exerci3e - 3-1 imes/week
III, '.')uratee of exercise - 15-30 m'n. (Exelud. 1 warm-up)

leteeeity of exerei:e depend ng on T^eaareill Test

A. attain 63 -B0 Z cf (a)acity !:*E'2; by 4.1.1ore)

1) (Ten-Training hIart rate) - de'Areined by taking pulse
every 5 min, (..7' a 3e el:e. exerci-ie.



BEST
WI AgtE

Prot;101 tasaJ 3,E ml, or 02/Kg, body wt./min.;
02 cCilZum);On

:444st work 10 to obi;ain the it value of any one particular
exu:4ise, S'xiving for the "optimal conditioning 1:Ivels for men
of various ages. (Table 1).

Progression: 4

C S:eps (I.VI)

i.lust stay at each step a minimum of 2 weeks (usually 3), Progress
frol.: one step to next and mov3 fro::: program to program in succession-
at 3-kiukistep .1, 90 vieal: for completion of program,

10. Y,X.C.A,, Brockton, pass. "A Leaders' Guide to Weekly Progressions.

6rockton, physical Fitness Department adopted by the
YiLr ,'.:..iociation of Noi York State.

Heart r..te P.ftc,r:

Pea run (tryi.-ig for a 9 min, c.s2), ste:)-ups, sitting tucks, or
pcshup.

co-e thro:;g) Testing Clinic first,

Author:

Testing
Modalities:

Basis of
Prescric;ion: Pulse must be betyo.(r. 120-15C with 160/min.

as 17.,:Aium.

Progression: Prv:ressive: To

32

running, program completed in

11. 2oivia; L2f,ira .'Exercise !),, Prescription," Journal of

March -April 1972, pp. 1 i3-11-6.

Author: Lenore Zoh.lan

Testing
Modalities: Ba(icn kstep), bicycle er9o::.e'.ar, treadmill

Basis of
Prescription: blocd Pres:Jura 1. R are taker

r: at c!.. of norr'a! ; if r;ot,

, and so on.

3,P, 25a:.il:q; systolic

Progression: Proc2c' at c4

he%rt the t,s'et
Expect improvc.:.:nt fr,01 Eros. 1 yr,

arr..-4 rting H,R, to training heart rate
13-23 nin, sti;:.olu; training H.R. - steady state
cool dawn het' - resting H.R.

In cardiac patic.lts, warm-up and cool do.f1 periods may be abbreviated
because of lesi endurance - but need t.7, keep that training H. R,
for at least 1.



Author:

IASI
Wry i;;;ti

12. Graham, N. F. Prescription fpr Life, Van Roos Press, New York,
1906.

M. F. Graham, M.D.

Testing
Modalities: Complete medical examination if sedentary or if over 35 years

old. Minimum Exercise Response Test ;2 or 4 steps/min.) using
the Five Point Rule.

3asis for

Prescription: Running in place for two minutes is recommended at the beginning.
Peak pulse rate is to exceed 140 beats/min. Done every other day
or at least three times per week.

Progression: When comfortably able to do so, increase duration of exercise 1 min.
or so until running for 10 min. at 2 steps/sec. Then incrwise
step-rate.
Progression then proceeds to outdoor activities. (non-competitive
to competitive). Goal is to use 400-450 Kcals. in 30 minutes.

Author:

Testing
Modalities:

Basis for
Prescription:

Progression:

Author:

13. Royal Canadian Air Force. Exercise Plans for Physical Fitness,
Revised Fc!., Simon and Schuster Inc., 1962.

Royal Canadian Air Fol-_,1

none for the 5nx Program

none--everyone starts at the same level
Start at bottom level and work up gradually to thy. recommended goal
for your age level. Must be able to do As level in 11 minutes be-
fore proceeding to the next chart.
Speed of progression depends on age. (e.g. 45 year old must spend
at least 7 days at each level) Should be done every day.

14. The Comrittee on aercise. Exercise Testing and Training of
Apparently Healthy Individuals: A Handbook for Physicians,
New York: American Heart Association, 1972.

The Corlmittee on Exercise of the American Heart Association

Testing
Modalities: Complete medical history, risk factors and control of them,

Stress ECG (before exercise continuing until after cessation)

Basis for
Prescription:

Progression:

Below 75% of predicted max. H.R. gr 10-20 beats below that reached
in the submaxi:ral test or 65-751 of predicted max. V02.

Session is 15-2'7' min. lor.z, 3 times /week (daily preferred),
5 min. warm-up !rid cool down periods.
NO highly competitive activities.
Sessions have gradual increase in exertion over days or weeks.


